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UNIVERSAL POWER LIFT STAND™ Creates flexibility in school classrooms using interactive whiteboards as a shared resource

MONTGOMERYVILLE, PA March 25, 2010 – Numonics Corporation today announced the release of the Universal Power Lift Stand™, an electric powered lift stand designed to hold an interactive whiteboard and a short throw projector and easily move them vertically without disturbing the projected image calibration.

“The new stand will accommodate all popular size and model interactive whiteboards and both short and ultra short throw data projectors regardless of manufacturer. Many elementary schools are sharing these presentation devices but having difficulty moving them from one room to another and adjusting them easily for lower grade classes. Since the Universal Power Lift Stand can be plugged into any outlet and easily lowered to accommodate younger children, wheelchair bound students and pass through a standard doorway the technology investment is better utilized,” according to Alfred N. Basilicato, President and CEO of Numonics.

The unique boom incorporates a VESA based universal projector mount bracket to hold any of the short throw projectors and a tilt, swivel and height adjustment lever thereby removing all the guess work from setting up a projector to obtain a large clear image without keystoning. The boom arm can be moved parallel to the board for daily storage or transportation to another room. The stand comes complete with a swivel arm notebook stand, a power strip to plug in a computer and data projector, a cable management bracket, four sturdy locking casters for easy movement and a power control pad for electronic vertical lift. Using the power control pad the interactive whiteboard and the data projector can be raised and lowered together in complete harmony without disturbing the image calibration.

Numonics Corporation Sales Manager, Tom Harwick comments, “The stand can be purchased without the rolling assembly and swivel arm stand for wall mounting. If the stand is wall mounted it takes seconds to adjust the height to accommodate classes of younger and smaller students or older and taller ones. This power feature is perfect where the interactive whiteboards are used in a shared resource center like a library. We believe the Universal Power Lift Stand enables educators to truly teach without boundaries while providing an excellent return on investment for schools.” Steve Hildebrandt, Numonics Customer Support Manager added, “The mobile stand is a low cost efficient media cart replacement since it permits the easy integration of all the necessary components for a portable multi-media presentation system at a very affordable price. All the cables and power connections are neatly wrapped around the cable management bracket for safety.”
“Numonics is committed to providing our education customers with innovative technology solutions for the classroom that are both cost effective and easy to use,” said Basilicato. He added, “The Universal Power Lift Stand gives teachers the power of the most advanced presentation technology combined with the freedom and flexibility of a portable device.”

The Universal Power Lift Stand is the newest addition to the INTELLI-brand line of interactive, pen-centric digital presentation tools and it is competitively priced at under $2000, has a one-year warranty, and is available for shipping immediately.

About Numonics Corporation
Numonics Corporation is an award-winning technology pioneer in pen-based digital presentation solutions. The company is certified ISO 9001, backed by 40 years of innovation, design, development and manufacturing experience. Numonics introduced the first pen-centric interactive whiteboard in 1994 and led the way in quick to learn, durable alternatives to touch board technology. Numonics’ products are available through an international network of systems integrators, OEMs, and resellers. Learn more at www.numonics.com, or contacting us by phone: 215-362-2766, or e-mail: numonics@numonics.com.
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